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Abstract

   The Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) is defined in [RFC3748].
   This document defines a mechanism that allows an  access network to
   provide IP connectivity modes hints to an EAP pe er -- the end of the
   link that responds to the authenticator.  The pu rpose is to allow the
   EAP peer in executing in a reliable and efficien t manner the IP
   connectivity step as soon as the authentication phase completes.
   This is useful in situations where a peer and th e networks it visits
   support various IP connectivity modes.  Without the hint, such a peer
   might fail or take some time to select a valid I P connectivity mode
   on the visited network.  With the help of the hi nt, a visited network
   provides the peer with a list of supported IP co nnectivity modes and
   allows it to execute successfully the convenient  IP connectivity as
   soon as the authentication is complete.  The hin t is particularly
   useful when users are performing vertical handov ers through different
   network technologies such as wireless ones.

Requirements Language

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "S HALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", an d "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in R FC 2119 [RFC2119].

Status of this Memo

   This Internet-Draft is submitted in full conform ance with the
   provisions of BCP 78 and BCP 79.

   Internet-Drafts are working documents of the Int ernet Engineering
   Task Force (IETF).  Note that other groups may a lso distribute
   working documents as Internet-Drafts.  The list of current Internet-
   Drafts is at http://datatracker.ietf.org/drafts/ current/.

   Internet-Drafts are draft documents valid for a maximum of six months
   and may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by ot her documents at any
   time.  It is inappropriate to use Internet-Draft s as reference
   material or to cite them other than as "work in progress."
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   This Internet-Draft will expire on April 14, 201 1.

Copyright Notice

   Copyright (c) 2010 IETF Trust and the persons id entified as the
   document authors.  All rights reserved.

   This document is subject to BCP 78 and the IETF Trust's Legal
   Provisions Relating to IETF Documents
   (http://trustee.ietf.org/license-info) in effect  on the date of
   publication of this document.  Please review the se documents
   carefully, as they describe your rights and rest rictions with respect
   to this document.  Code Components extracted fro m this document must
   include Simplified BSD License text as described  in Section 4.e of
   the Trust Legal Provisions and are provided with out warranty as
   described in the Simplified BSD License.
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1.  Introduction

   Current wireless networks, such as IEEE 802.11, IEEE 802.16, 3GPP2
   and 3GPP-LTE, provide IP connectivity over secur ed (authenticated/
   encrypted) access to the network infrastructure.   The Extensible
   Authentication Protocol (EAP), defined in [RFC37 48], is used to
   authenticate users (EAP peers), grant or deny th eir entry to the
   wireless access network (EAP authenticator), and  to generate
   Extensible Master Key for use by the EAP peers.

   Once EAP authentication is complete, users conti nue with IP
   connectivity setup.  Such a setup may vary depen ding on the network
   technology and architecture.  In particular, the re is no single nor
   common IP connectivity setup that would work for  any wireless
   network.  For example a network might support a regular DHCPv4
   [RFC2131] connectivity while another would only support IPv6
   connectivity using RS/RA [RFC4861] or DHCPv6 [RF C3315].  As a
   consequence, although EAP authentication might s ucceed, IP
   connectivity setup might either fail or lack of performance and
   efficiency due to the incompatibility or slow co nvergence between IP
   connectivity modes supported by the user termina l (EAP peer) on one
   hand and the network on the other hand (EAP auth enticator).  Such a
   drawback can be observed in vertical handover si tuations where a user
   terminal connects to a visited network that is o f different kind than
   its usual home network.

   This document defines a mechanism that allows th e access network (EAP
   authenticator) to provide an EAP peer with IP co nnectivity modes
   hint, possibly including additional information and/or options
   related to an IP connectivity mode and key gener ation procedures.
   The IP connectivity modes information is sent to  the EAP peer in an
   EAP-Request/Identity message by appending it aft er the displayable
   message and a NUL character.  This mechanism may  assist the peer in
   selecting the appropriate IP connectivity mode ( and options) to
   ensure success and efficiency of IP connectivity  setup including
   particular key generation procedures associated with each mode.  If
   the IP connectivity modes information is present , the peer selects
   the mode among modes proposed by the access netw ork and according to
   its local capabilities.  If the peer does not fi nd a supported or
   suited mode within the set proposed by the acces s network, it
   discards and log the event.  If the peer finds a n acceptable
   connectivity mode within the set proposed by the  access network, it
   enters the selected mode procedure as soon as EA P authentication has
   complete.  Should the selected connectivity mode  fail, the peer might
   either retry it or use an alternate mode from th e set proposed by the
   access network.  Section 2 describes the require d behavior of
   implementations, including the format for IP con nectivity modes hint.
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2.  Implementation requirements

   The EAP authenticator MAY send IP connectivity m odes hint to the peer
   in the initial EAP-Request/Identity.  If hint is  not sent initially
   (such as when the EAP authenticator does not sup port this
   specification), then the EAP peer may select a d efault mode that is
   network or implementation dependent.  If hint is  sent, the EAP peer
   selects the most convenient mode according to it s own criteria.  Such
   criteria might be related to software capabiliti es of the user
   terminal and/or end-user requirements.  EAP auth enticators shall not
   propose in hint an IP connectivity mode that is not effectively
   supported by the network.  Both EAP peer and aut henticators might
   manage the supported connectivity modes in a dyn amic manner.  For
   example, user-terminal software supporting a par ticular IP
   connectivity mode might be loaded dynamically ac cording to modes
   proposed by an authenticator.  Similarly, authen ticators might
   dynamically load software to handle a particular  mode prior to
   advertise its support through the connectivity m odes hint.

   As noted in [RFC3748], Section 3.1, the minimum EAP MTU size is 1020
   octets.  EAP does not support fragmentation of E AP-Request/Identity
   messages, so the maximum length of the IP connec tivity modes hint is
   limited by the link MTU.

2.1.  Packet Format

   The IP connectivity modes hint information is pl aced after the
   displayable string and a NUL-character in the EA P-Request/Identity.
   The following ABNF [RFC5234] defines an IPmodes attribute for
   presenting the IP connectivity modes hint inform ation.  The
   attribute's value consists of a set of predefine d IP connectivity
   mode names separated by a semicolon.  The predef ined names set can be
   extended in future release of the draft to adapt  to new network
   protocols and architecture.
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      identity-request-data = [ displayable-string ] %x00 [ IP-modes ]

      displayable-string = *CHAR

      IP-modes = "IPmodes=" mode-list
      mode-list = mode / ( mode-list ";" mode )
      mode = "pmip4-ietf"  / "pmip6-ietf"  / "mip4- ietf"   /
             "mip6-ietf"   / "dsmip6-ietf" / "pmip4 -wimax" /
             "pmip6-wimax" / "mip4-wimax"  / "mip6- wimax"  /
             "mip4-3gpp2"  / "mip6-3gpp2"  / "mip4- lte"    /
             "dsmip6-lte"

      The "CHAR" rule is defined in [RFC 4234]

      The current mode-list refers to IP connectivi ty procedures
      defined in separate standards as described in  the list below.

   o  "pmip4-ietf" [RFC5563]

   o  "pmip6-ietf" [RFC5213]

   o  "mip4-ietf" [RFC3344]

   o  "mip6-ietf" [RFC3775]

   o  "dsmip6-ietf" [RFC5555]

   o  "pmip4-wimax" [WIMAX]

   o  "pmip6-wimax" [WIMAX]

   o  "mip4-wimax" [WIMAX]

   o  "mip6-wimax" [WIMAX]

   o  "mip4-3gpp2" [TGPP2-4]

   o  "mip6-3gpp2" [TGPP2-6]

   o  "mip4-lte" [LTE]

   o  "dsmip6-lte" [LTE]
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3.  Security Considerations

   IP connectivity modes hint information refers to  standard procedures
   supported by an EAP authenticator.  References t o standard procedures
   shall not be considered as a private information  from authenticator
   point of view.  Although it can reveal network c apabilities to
   support a given standard, such a support is gene rally required and
   claimed depending on the network access.  Thus t he hint information
   should not be considered as compromising user no r network privacy.
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